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the citys high-tech and freewheeling capitalism has also made it a target of chinese capital controls
and a place where mainlanders can find relatively lax investment restrictions. hong kong is also a
well-connected transport hub for southeast asia. in recent years, hong kong has begun taking
proactive steps to diversify its economy and increase its share of global trade. this has included tax
policy changes and a strong focus on tourism. but since the ouster of the citys last democratically
elected leader in 2014, beijing has increasingly made it harder for hong kong to maintain its
autonomy. along with taiwan, hong kong is one of the only two major democracies in chinese-ruled
territory. unlike taiwan, however, it remains an important trading partner and financial hub for the
mainland. a city with a population of about 7 million people, hong kong is in the eastern part of
mainland china. its special administrative status was granted by britain in its final years as a colony,
and it operates under a system of rule known as chapter i, which includes a high degree of
autonomy. for decades, the citys political system has been a hybrid of british law and chinese law. in
practice, this has made it very difficult to make laws that are legally binding in hong kong, and it has
allowed the city to preserve a high degree of autonomy while not giving up significant parts of its
legal system. this has also helped maintain its distinctiveness. hong kong also has a court of final
appeal, which is the final court of appeal for civil and criminal cases that cannot be appealed to a
higher court. the court of final appeal consists of five justices. the highest court in hong kong is the
court of appeal, which hears cases from the lower courts. the court of final appeal has the authority
to overturn the court of appeal. since hong kong is a british colony, its law is based on english
common law and the law of the united kingdom. several high-profile british cases were heard in hong
kong, including the long-running agnew and ann chao v. immigration tribunal case. the beijing
government has also actively sought to limit the power of hong kong courts, but it has been unable
to eliminate the judicial power completely. as a result, hong kong has become a center for litigation
against china in international courts.
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and i can only really tell you my views and i'll tell you this. and, you know, i'd like to say this about
my father. you know, he was a great athlete. he won the heisman trophy for the university of

alabama, and i'm the youngest person. i'm so proud. and when i think of my father, when i think of
my father, i think of leadership. i think of leadership. leadership. the citys economic competitiveness

is rooted in the status of the freemarket system, which derives from its hong kong identity. in the
decades after the handover, the city expanded its financial activities and became a major global

center for trade finance, carrying out more than 40% of global trade finance transactions. however, it
also began to challenge the financial domination of the mainland in the early 2000s, when it became
the dominant financial center in east asia and one of the worlds two global centers for cross-border
trade in goods by value. the citys first financial crisis hit in 2003, when its property market was hit
hard by the asian financial crisis. it was followed by another crisis in 2007 when the united states

entered the subprime mortgage crisis. beijings moves to suspend the hong kong special
administrative region on the mainland and arrest a former vice-governor of the city, alexander wang

wuthornung, threw the city into turmoil. pictured is a man wearing a mask protesting against the
imposition of the more stringent quarantine measures, in hong kong on april 23, 2020. many

protesters voiced their anger at the high price of masks and the sudden surge in demand, which
came just as supply was about to run out. 5ec8ef588b
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